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Abstract 
The study uses the Theory of Graphs in the implementation of bike lane in city with population between 70 and 
100 thousand inhabitants, so that it is possible to calculate the shortest path between two vertices. The edges of this 
graph are the streets and avenues of the city. The process of choosing these streets is defined as Routing Problem in 
Arches based on the Smallest Path Problem can minimize costs, distances and path time. We conclude that graph 
theory has been successfully applied in a path defined with the aid of issues related to the graph. 
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1. Introduction 
The use of mathematics as a tool to solve everyday problems and to facilitate the everyday life of human beings 
has been used, but with the current advent of computers (Luz-Sailuz, 2005), ) there was a significant step forward, 
enabling greater application of applied mathematics.  
It does not mean that one should have a race to this new instrument, since there are modern problems that can be 
solved by applying concepts already discussed. It is known that there are some branches of applied mathematics that 
comes from time and have the onset in daily facts of human being. 
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Thus, the emergence of graph theory stems from the basic and practical need and non- theoretical, presenting a 
hierarchy, first studied by Euler in the eighteenth century (Chagas and Sá, 2013), which solved the problem of city 
population in Koningsberg , showing that practical problems can generate a very useful theory in mathematical 
problem solving. The population of this town wonders if there was a way to go through all the bridges once from a 
point and coming back to this point at the end of the path. Euler concluded that this path is not possible, 
demonstrating this problem through the graph. 
Currently, there are a few authors who have studied the same problem, for Chagas (2010), the bridges were 
represented by edges and islands and the territories located on the banks of the river by vertices, thus producing the 
graph. From this problem, "Problem of Koningsberg Bridges" as it became known, studies on graph theory had 
begun, coming to various types of graphs. 
One of the most obvious problems of both large and small cities (IBGE, 2014) is the displacement of people 
quickly and safely by burning fossil fuels. This transport of people ends up forming another problem that is the 
automobile pollution, which will join with little physical activity thereby causing the third problem, which is a 
sedentary lifestyle. Thus, cities are looking for solution to this problematic triad. One of the alternatives to alleviate 
this problem is the use of bicycles that do not pollute and even help in physical activity, causing a displacement of 
people. Thus, one of the solutions of the problem creates another, which is what the best path of bicycle lanes. Based 
on the above, there is the motivation to do this work proposing a methodology to implement a bike lane in a 
medium-sized city, i.e. above 50 thousand inhabitants according to the Brazilian Institute of Geography and 
Statistics (IBGE). In a country in Latin America, using the graph theory as a case study to test our methodology can 
be generalized to other cities of similar size, verifying the need for a bike lane, due to the number of occurrences of 
accidents involving cyclists, because many people use this type of transport to move from their homes to work or 
school every day. 
The graph will be used to set the path of this bike lane, through the Routing Problem in Arches and vertices and 
through the Shorter Path Problem, outlining the main points frequented by cyclists, streets and avenues that have 
physical space for building a possible bike lane that will be one of the factors to lower the costs for its 
implementation. The bike lane itself can be a way to decrease expenses, referring to the time that cyclists spend to 
reach their destination, which could be less for facing the traffic and carrying over into their routes safely. 
It presents the work as follows, a brief theoretical review of graphs. 
 
2. Graphs 
 
2. 1. Brief Review of Graph Theory 
 
Various branches of mathematics arose from purely theoretical studies, unlike the graph theory that arose from a 
practical problem in the city of Königsberg (now Kaliningrad), a city built on both banks of the Pregel River and on 
two islands located in the river. The islands are connected with each other and with the edges (A, B, C, D) by seven 
bridges (a, b, c, d, e, f, g), as shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Königsberg city. 
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According to Sherafat (2004), the inhabitants of this city had wondered if it would be possible to cross the seven 
bridges in the Pregel River, crossing each bridge only once, and returning to point of origin. In the eighteenth 
century, the Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler solved this problem that became known as the "famous problem 
of the Königsberg Bridges", demonstrating through a representation called graph the impossibility of a journey with 
these characteristics. 
The graph consists of a set of points in a plane, called the vertices of a graph; it also comprises a set of lines that 
connecting two points or vertices, which are called edges. 
Next, Fig. 2 is represented by a graph. 
This graph has four vertices, seven edges and five regions associated with the graph (four limited regions and 
one region not limited to the graph). The territories that lie on the river banks and islands are represented by vertices 
or nodes, and bridges by the edges. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Graph representing the city of Koningsberg (Chagas, 2010). 
 
According to Sherafat (2004), for Euler was not possible to cross the seven bridges, passing through each of 
them only once and returning to point of origin because the number of edges incident on each node must be even, 
because every time one enters a node through any edge, one should come out of it using another edge, this being the 
necessary and also sufficient condition. 
From the Problem of Königsberg Bridges the study on graph theory has started, its applications and especially 
the use of this theory in solving various situations of various branches, such as mathematics, computing, 
transportation, engineering and others. 
Over the years the study on this theory has deepened, reaching some specific types of graphs for solution, and 
also in some cases the non-solving of certain problems. 
More recently in 1962, the Chinese mathematician Guan Meio-Ko from the Normal School of Shangtun defined 
a closely related problem addressed by that treated by Euler. Unlike the Euler’s problem, which is concerned with 
the existence of an Eulerian circuit passing exactly once for each edge, the issue addressed by Guan was regarding 
the non-Eulerian graphs, in an attempt to identify the circuit of minimum distance that passes at least once in each 
edge, either in a graph. Although Guan could not find a satisfactory solution to the problem, his work sparked public 
interest in the scientific community of the West, and several other mathematical and operational researchers began 
studying the problem. Due to its pioneering spirit, the problem came to be known as the Chinese Postman Problem . 
 
2.2. Relationship between Graph and Urban Mesh 
 
A particular form of a graph is the Manhattan graph, which has the form of a reticulated grid, which represents a 
normal urban area (rectangular blocks). 
Another is the pseudo-manhattan graph, which has the form of the previous graph, with the freedom of existence of 
links arranged diagonally between the vertices of the rectangles. 
For Jurkiewicz (2007), in a non-directed graph, for each vertex x1 is defined the degree g(x1) as the number of 
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edges that relate the vertex x1. When the graph is directed, the degree of entry is defined, Ge (x1), the number of arcs 
whose initial vertices are the vertex x1. Therefore, the sum of the input degrees of all vertices of a graph is equal to 
the sum of output degrees. 
A path is a sequence of links that respects its orientation, where the one’s final vertex is the start of the next. 
Therefore, a path C (xi, xj) starts at a vertex xi and ends at xj, thus xi and xj are called the initial and final vertexes 
respectively, both connected by the path. In a way not always xi and xj are adjacent. A chain is a sequence of links, 
which also connect two vertices that are not necessarily adjacent, but not respecting the arcs orientation. 
A circuit is a path whose initial vertex is also the final vertex. When there being at least one path connecting the 
vertices xi and xj of any ordered pair of vertices xi, xj, i.e. when there is mutual access between them, the graph is 
said strongly connected. A graph is connected or weakly connected, if for any pair of vertices xi, xj there is at least 
one chain that connects xi to xj. But if there is not one pair of vertices at least, such a chain does not exist, then the 
graph is disconnected. 
According to Sherafat (2004): a circuit that passes through all the vertices of a graph, without repeating the same 
link more than once is called Hamiltonian circuit. Not every graph contains a Hamiltonian circuit, but when it has, it 
is called a Hamiltonian graph. 
A circuit passing through all the links of a graph without repeating the same link more than once is called 
Eulerian circuit. A circuit that goes through all the links in a graph, at least once, is called the Postman Circuit. 
Every strongly connected graph contains a postman circuit. 
 
2.2.1. Shortest Path Problem 
 
Through this problem is possible to calculate the shortest distance between two vertices of a graph. Since this 
graph can represent a road network, as well as geographical distances. 
The shortest path cannot only represent paths of minimum distances, as it is generally understood, it may also 
represent paths of minimum time, minimum cost, among other forms of measuring paths. For each graph edge can be 
given a value which can be cost, time, or distance. 
There are several algorithms to compute the shortest paths among which are included the Dijkstra algorithm and 
the Floyd algorithm, which will not be described in this work. 
 
2.2.2. The Routing Problem 
 
The Routing Problem consists of defining the best sequence in which pathways and/or points must be traversed in 
order to meet the demands for service and aiming at minimizing the operational costs, distances, as it can also 
minimize the time spent in transit. 
The Routing Problems are widely used in transportation networks, such as highways, urban road networks, 
railways, and other path settings. 
Routing Problem in Arcs may be used in some cases and the Routing Problem in vertices or nodes in another, 
depending on the problem. 
The Routing Problem in vertices or nodes is used in chaos in which the service station is represented as specific 
points in a road network, characterized as nodes or vertices. 
And the Routing Problem in Arcs, the service sites, i.e. the main points considered are represented continuously 
over the track segments, defined as the arcs and edges of a graph. 
 
3. Methodology 
 
The methodology used in this paper is a case study based on the feasibility of implementing a bike lane in 
Brazilian midsize city, in order to reach other cities of equal size, if the project is feasible favorably. For this 
purpose, initially, a literature search was carried out in order to characterize the theory of graphs and its importance 
in the study on the traffic flow and to identify potential solutions and strategies to be implemented. 
The work focused on the description of mobility and transport system in the city of São Angelo/RS, proceeding 
to data search, i.e. the surveying on the busiest routes and prone to study, proposing to evaluate the possibility of 
implementing a bike lane parallel to the central beds of the city, in view of the strong urban growth and the 
consequent increase in the number of vehicles using the theory of graphs. It is essential that public managers to plot 
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strategies for urban planning and, therefore, the construction of bike lanes makes it a viable alternative as an 
alternative modal both in terms of costs as improvement of life quality for residents benefited from these alternative 
modals. 
The graph is used to set the path of this bike lane. The edges of this graph are the streets and avenues of the city 
used by cyclists using the bicycle as a means of transportation, and these are streets that provide access to the 
neighborhoods in which many of these workers and students resides and which also give access to key points in the 
city frequented by cyclists. The process of choosing these streets is defined as the Routing Problem in Arcs. 
Through the Routing Problem in Arcs and Vertex and, through the Shortest Path Problem, the main points 
frequented by cyclists will be defined, as well as streets and avenues that have physical space for the construction of 
a bike lane that will be one of the factors for decreasing costs to its implementation. However, in order that such 
streets and avenues are defined as edges or arcs of this graph, there is a need for an analysis on the existence of 
space for the bike lane construction, because in a city is usually at this point where the difficulties lie. The vertices 
of this graph will be the intersections of these streets and avenues. 
Through this problem is possible to calculate the shortest distance between two or more vertices of a graph. 
Since this graph can represent a road network, as well as geographical distances. 
The shortest path can not only represent paths of minimum distances, as it is generally understood, it may also 
represent paths of minimum time, minimum costs, among other forms of measuring paths. For each graph edge can 
be given a value that can be cost, time or distance. The choice of these pathways should prioritize the shortest path, 
with the condition of taking into account the financial cost, travel time and safety of cyclists. Distances, times and 
costs can be obtained by calculations with the aid of Short Path Problem algorithms. 
After treatment and data analysis, several solutions and proposals that can improve the mobility conditions and 
revitalize the routes for the deployment of bike lane in the city studied were prepared. 
 
4. Graphs and Bike Lanes 
 
When an urban area or a road network is represented by a graph, the arcs represent the stretches of one-way 
streets and the edges those two-way. The vertices are the intersections that allow passage of a street section to 
another. However, a graph is a more general structure than an urban network. 
 
4.1. The Importance of Implementing Bike Lanes 
 
The use of bicycles in urban areas has assumed an increasingly significant importance over the past decades, 
becoming a true modal alternative in many countries. 
Many workers from the urban environment use this means of transportation to travel to work every day because 
it is a sustainable means of transportation, with the lowest environmental cost as possible, thus the municipal 
mobility should be focused on facilitating the movement of users of transport and their belongings. 
As the number of motor vehicles (particularly the automobile) circulating in urban routes has grown in recent 
years, bicycle traffic in the streets has become risky and dangerous because it has little or no security. 
Therefore, the demand of bicycles as means of transportation has been translated into a growing need for bike 
lanes and this is currently the most recent step in solving this problem. 
According to the National Confederation of Transit "for the bicycle traffic being allowed in municipalities, it is 
important that tools and equipment are within the regulation of the Brazilian Traffic Code (CTB), Articles 58 and 
201, and that users can rely on needed security in their movements". 
If governments deploy cycle transport systems in this type of traffic modality, increasingly people will become 
users of that environmentally friendly environment especially if they were offered safe and attractive cycle paths or 
bike lanes. 
 
4.2. Procedures for Implementation of Bike Lanes 
 
The construction of bike lanes in cities is very important, but there are several items to be analyzed before 
starting its building project. 
Therefore, a graph will be used to begin the study on the implementation of a bike lane in Santo Angelo. 
The edges of this graph are the streets and avenues of the city used by cyclists that use the bicycle as a means of 
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transportation, and these are streets that provide access to the neighborhoods in which most of these workers and 
students reside and also they give access to major points in the city frequented by cyclists, the process of choosing 
these streets is defined as the Routing Problem in Arcs. However, for such streets and avenues being defined as 
edges or arcs of this graph, there is a need for an analysis on the existence of space for constructing the bike lane, 
because it is usually at this point where the difficulties lie in a city. The vertices of this graph will be the 
intersections of these streets and avenues. 
The routing also helps in determining the bike lane sequence, which based on Shortest Path Problem can 
minimize costs, the distances and the path time, which are very important. 
In this work, streets and avenues of São Angelo will be analyzed, where the bike lanes can be deployed in 
parallel to the central beds. 
The choice of these pathways should prioritize the shortest path, with the condition of taking into account the 
financial cost, travel time and safety of cyclists. Distances, times and costs can be obtained by calculations with the 
aid of Shortest Path Problem algorithms. 
The problem that consists in determining the intersections, that is, the vertices of the graph and the sequence of 
edges as mentioned above is called Vertex Routing Problem. 
With this in mind, it is realized the importance of graphs in bike lanes construction. 
 
4.3. Study on the Feasibility of Constructing Bicycle Lanes 
 
The study on the feasibility of implementing the bike lane in Santo Angelo has begun through the Vertex 
Routing problem, performing an analysis of businesses and schools that have the greatest number of employees and 
students that may use the bicycle as a means of transportation and also the neighborhoods where these people reside. 
Based on the problem of Shortest Path, avenues and streets that provide access to these points were studied, and it is 
feasible to build bike lane with the least cost to the public agency, those streets defined as edges of this graph and 
the meeting point of these streets being the vertices. The time taken by the cyclist to reach the destination will also 
be shorter, as it can move with more easily for a safe range that is exclusive to their use, these being (time and 
security) other point related to shortest path. 
Therefore, it was chosen the Getúlio Vargas Avenue where the Vonpar is located, which has employees who use 
bike to move from their homes to work, Getulio Vargas School also located on this avenue where students use a 
bicycle to go to school, remembering that this avenue gives access to Universidade Regional Integrada do Alto 
Uruguai e das Missões, (Instituto Cenecista de Ensino Superior Santo Ângelo) and also to other major city districts 
with high population density as COHAB (Condomínio Habitacional). 
The Avenue Venancio Aires was chosen because it is used as one of the accesses to the Alibem; the Escola 
Marista, barracks and the square that is a place of leisure are also located in this avenue. 
The Rio Grande do Sul Avenue, despite being one of the avenues with gives access to important neighborhoods 
with heavy flow of cyclists, was chosen to make the connection between the aforementioned Avenues. 
Another avenue rather busy for cyclists is the Salgado Filho Avenue giving access to FUDIMISA (Fundição e 
Usinagem Ltda), the COTRISA (Cooperativa Tritícola Regional Santo Ângelo LTDA), Camera, CESA (Companhia 
Regional de Silos e Armazéns) among others and the Brasil Avenue has importance as it connects several 
neighborhoods to the city center. 
The models of bike lane will be defined according to the physical space of each edge of this graph, i.e. stretches 
of streets and avenues. 
 
4.4 Path analysis and operational costs 
 
Through Routing in Arcs was defined the sequence of edges, that is the connection of these streets thus closing a 
cycle. In defining this sequence was taken into account the path of least time and lowest cost by analyzing avenues 
central beds with available physical space in which no significant works will be necessary, and in some parts of the 
beds is already footwear only being needed some adjustments. Trees, poles, or other existing public good will not be 
achieved because only a portion of the construction will be used. 
There are beds that have lawn where partial removal of will be required, but relating to cars and pedestrians, 
bicycle in the two situations mentioned above would not remove the space from both, as the construction of bike 
lanes in the central beds will provide more and better segregation with other types of vehicles, reducing the conflict 
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between pedestrian and cyclist, besides ending up the conflict with public transportation and also because it will not 
invade the bands reserved for parking. Therefore, these public spaces would be effectively used by the population 
for mobility, only requiring greater detail in the treatment of intersections, access and exit. 
In just four smaller stretches of the possible bike lane path there was need to opt for streets, the implementation 
of bike lanes being necessary in parallel to streets, with one of the disadvantages being the invasion in the bike lane 
in parking lots; but in return it brings benefits such as consolidation with the current path and easier accesses and 
exits. 
A slightly tricky point is on the rotatory and statues located in the central beds. Nevertheless, the following is 
suggested for these points: 
In the rotatory: Uniting both tracks into one, which will pass the center of rotatory, example in Fig. 3. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Bike lane in the Roratory. 
 
In beds with statues, it is suggested that the bike lane passes through two sides opening up to the bike lane; a 
guard around the statue will be probably needed as shown in Fig. 4. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Bike lane skirting the statue. 
 
Completed the organization of the path with their bike lanes, the full itinerary is as shown in Fig. 5. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Path shown in Google Maps. 
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The path representation of this bike lane through the graph is according to Fig. 6. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Graph representing the bike lane. 
 
In this graph the vertex V1 represents the intersection of Getúlio Vargas and Salgado Filho avenues, the vertex 
V2 represents the intersection of Salgado Filho and Venancio Aires avenues, the vertex V3 represents the 
intersection of Venancio Aires avenue and Antonio Neto street, the vertex V4 is the intersection of Antonio Neto 
and Florencio de Abreu streets, the vertex V5 represents the intersection of Florencio de Abreu and Tiradentes 
streets, the vertex V6 is the intersection of Tiradentes street with Leopoldo Alfredo Fett avenue, the vertex V7 
represents the intersection of Leopoldo Alfredo Fett and Brasil avenues, the vertex V8 represents the intersection of 
Brazil and Venancio Aires avenues, the vertex V9 represents the intersection of Venancio Aires and Rio Grande do 
Sul avenues, the vertex V10 represents the intersection of Rio Grande do Sul and Getúlio Vargas avenues, thus 
closing the cycle. This is the path, i.e. the bike lane path represented by a regular graph of degree 2 labeled on arcs 
and vertex, being also a connected planar graph. This path is also considered a cycle, as one can begin the path at a 
vertex and finish at the same one. 
 
5. Final remarks 
 
We conclude that it is possible to implement a bike lane in Santo Angelo, a path defined with the help of 
problems related to the graph, in order to minimize costs and optimize time. For this reason, it was chosen streets 
and avenues where only a few adjustments to the existing physical space will be needed, thus requiring less financial 
investment. Even having a shorter path, where the construction of the bike lane at the edge of the street will be 
necessary, the financial cost to the public agency will be lower. 
The bike lane implementation will also provide benefits to the community, especially for people who use 
bicycles as transportation, making them transit safer by reducing the number of accidents and also the travel time. 
These were the factors analyzed to choose the path, and no poll was conducted. The actual costs of deployment and 
real time calculation are suggested for further study. 
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